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ABSTRACT
This dissertation develops a joint probability generating 
function for the message queue lengths in a slotted p-persistent 
CSMA/CD (Carrier-Sense Multiple-Access with Collision Detection) 
system with a finite population of buffered users. Each user is 
assumed to have an independent and identical process of packet 
generation and an infinite buffer for storing outstanding packets. A 
closed form formula is obtained for the generating function in case of 
a two user system. Analytic formulas for the stability condition of a 
p-persistent CSMA/CD system are derived using the generating function. 
The range of the transmission probability p that leads to stability is 
examined through numerical analysis over a wide variety of the user's 
communication demand, the packet length distribution, the number of 
users on the network, and the time to detect and abort collided 
packets.
CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
With the continued advance in microcomputer and 
telecommunication technology, we witnessed the proliferation of local 
networks interconnecting many workstations within a limited 
geographical area. Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision 
Detection (CSMA/CD) is a channel access protocol for local networks 
with a shared channel. It is a contention-based or random access 
protocol which allows all stations to transmit their packets randomly, 
contending for time on the shared network. This protocol is used in 
Ethernet [15] and MITREnet [8], and has been issued as an IEEE 802 
standard [6]. Compared with the earliest of contention techniques, 
known as ALOHA, CSMA offers much better utilization due to carrier 
sensing [21].
Although the carrier sensing strategy is effective in local 
networks where the packet transmission time is much longer than the 
propagation delay, collisions can still occur when more than one user 
starts transmitting within the period of propagation delay. Collision 
detection mechanism has been added to CSMA, but it can only reduce the 
amount of wasted bandwidth when a collision has occurred. In an 
attempt to reduce the frequency of collisions, Ethernet and IEEE 802 
use a technique known as 1-persistent CSMA/CD with binary exponential
1
2backoff [6,7,13,15]. Under this protocol, a station transmits a packet 
with probability one whenever the channel is idle, if it was not 
involved in a collision in the previous transmission. Once it is 
involved in a collision, it still attempts to transmit repeatedly in 
the face of repeated collisions, but after each collision, the mean 
value of the random delay is doubled.
An alternative technique for reducing the frequency of 
collisions is the p-persistent CSMA/CD protocol [3,23,24]. Under a 
slotted p-persistent CSMA/CD protocol, if the channel is idle, a 
station with any outstanding packet transmits with probability p at a 
slot boundary, and delays one slot time with probability (1-p). If two 
or more users start transmitting packets at the same slot boundary, 
packets collide, the collision is detected, and all collided 
transmissions are aborted before transmissions are completed. If the 
transmission probability p is set too high, the frequency of 
collisions would increase leading to the growth of backlog of 
outstanding packets in message buffers. If it is set too low, the 
backlog of outstanding packets would also increase due to infrequent 
transmission attempts by users. The question arises as to what value 
is an effective value of p given the message input process, the 
distribution of packet lengths, the number of users on the network, 
and the time to detect and abort collided packets. The main problem is 
to avoid instability under heavy traffic load.
In this study, a new queueing model appropriate for the 
analysis of a slotted p-persistent CSMA/CD system with buffered users
3is developed. The system consists of a finite number of users, each 
having a message queue with an infinite capacity for storing 
outstanding packets. In packet broadcast networks with buffered users 
such as the one considered in this dissertation, the queues at 
stations interfere with each other through a shared channel. Thus this 
problem of interfering queueing cannot be solved using classical 
queueing theory [12] . On the other hand, if the queueing system is 
modeled as a semi-Markov chain, the state space is so enormous that 
some approximation for reducing the state space is required to obtain 
a tractable analytic model [3,25]. In order to develop a queueing 
model that completely describes the dynamic behavior of the system, 
the generating function approach is adopted as in [24].
For the first time in the literature, the dissertation 
develops the joint probability generating function of message queue 
lengths for a slotted p-persistent CSMA/CD system with an arbitrary 
number of users. Furthermore, a closed form formula is obtained for 
the generating function in case of a two-user system.
The condition under which a p-persistent CSMA/CD system is 
stable is explicitly derived, also for the first time in the 
literature, using the generating function developed in this 
dissertation. Numerical experiments are performed to establish 
effective values of the transmission probability p which lead to 
stability under variable combinations of the traffic load, the packet 
length distribution and the number of users on the network, and the 
time to detect and abort collided packets.
4The dissertation is organized as follows: In the rest of this 
chapter, an overview of local networks and the CSMA/CD system is 
followed by a literature survey and the purpose of the study. In 
Chapter 2, a queueing model for a slotted p-persistent CSMA/CD system 
is developed. In Chapter 3, a joint probability generating function of 
the message queue length vector is developed for a general m-user 
system, and a closed form formula is obtained for the generating 
function in case of a two user system. Based on the generating 
function for the general case, the stability condition of a slotted p- 
persistent CSMA/CD system is derived in Chapter 4. Numerical 
experiments are performed on the stability condition in Chapter 5. 
Chapter 6 provides some concluding remarks.
1.1 Local Networks
A noticeable trend in business computing is the increasing use 
of microcomputers and minicomputers in place of a large mainframe 
computer. These small computers are more accessible and responsive to 
end users in business environments who have little technical 
sophistication. High mobility of users, data and programs in such 
environments and the sharability of data/program and expensive 
resources have motivated the interconnection among small computers 
using local area networks. A local network can thus be defined as a 
communication network that provides interconnection of a variety of 
data communicating devices within a small geographical area.
5The principal technical ingredients that characterize the 
nature of a local network are topology, transmission medium, and 
medium access control protocol. Topology refers to a logical shape of 
a local network, viz., how hardware devices are connected with each 
other. Transmission medium is used to form a data path among hardware 
devices. The way to obtain access to a data path to communicate with 
each other is called medium access control protocol. Each of these are 
discussed below in detail.
The topology refers to the pattern according to which hardware 
devices are connected to each other to form a network. Three basic 
topologies are star, ring and bus. Schematic diagrams of these 
topologies are shown in Figure 1. In a star network topology, each 
station is connected directly to a central unit. Any communication 
between one station and another must pass through the central unit.
The central unit uses circuit switching to establish a dedicated path 
between two stations wishing to communicate [22].
With the ring topology, each station is connected to two 
others, forming a circle or a ring. All communication between stations 
follows a clockwise or counterclockwise pattern. A station wishing to 
transmit data to another station waits for its turn and sends data 
into the circle in the form of a packet. The packet contains a source 
and a destination address as well as data. The packet circulates from 
station to station until the destination station is reached.
The bus topology can be characterized by the use of multipoint
Figure 1 : Three Basic Network Topologies
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7link [14]. With this topology, each station is connected to a single 
shared medium, typically the coaxial cable, through a transceiver 
unit. Each station has its own interface device, called the medium 
access control (MAC) unit, and protocol control firmware. See Figure 2 
for detailed components of a communication interface at a station. All 
data transfer takes place on the common cable through the MAC unit in 
each station. As with the ring topology, a packet contains a source 
and a destination address as well as data. A packet transmitted on the 
bus is available to all stations, but only the receiver designated by 
the sender will absorb the packet.
Several kinds of transmission medium are used in local 
networks. Twisted pair, coaxial cable and optical fiber are the three 
major ones. Twisted pair wire is used for low-cost baseband local 
networks for hooking together devices such as inexpensive 
microcomputers. Coaxial cable is currently the most widely used medium 
for local networks. This medium can provide higher performance than 
can be attained by twisted pair wire, but at a higher cost. Namely, it 
supports a larger number of devices, spans greater distance, and 
provides higher throughput with much lower error rates. Optical fiber 
has even greater capacity than coaxial cable and is a promising 
candidate for future installation of local networks. It can be used 
for transmitting hundreds of megabits per second and is immune to the 
effects caused by spurious electromagnetic interference signals. 
However, it has been seldom used for local networks because of high 
costs and technical difficulty in making physical tap to communicating 
devices [2,16].
Figure 2 : Medium Access Control Unit
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9The technique used to control access on the communication link 
is known as the medium access control protocol. Polling, token-passing 
and contention techniques are most commonly used methods for local 
networks. Polling is used primarily with star topology. With this 
method, the central unit visits stations in order, asking each station 
whether it has a packet to transmit. If a station has a packet to 
transmit when asked, permission to transmit the packet is given to 
that station and no other stations can use the communication link 
until the transmission of the packet from that station is completed. 
Then, the central controller starts polling with the next station.
A way of controlling access to a shared transmission medium is 
to use a control (permission) token. A token is passed from one 
station to another according to a defined set of rules understood by 
all stations connected to the medium. A station may only transmit a 
packet when it is in possession of the token and, after it has 
transmitted the packet, it passes the token on to allow another 
station to access the transmission medium. The physical medium need 
not necessarily be a ring topology [21]. A token may also be used to 
control access to a bus network.
Another method of controlling access to a shared medium is the 
contention technique. When a station has data to transmit, it waits 
for a pause in the traffic on the medium and then starts sending the 
packet. The main difference between this protocol and all others 
discussed above is that there is no centralized control as to who gets 
the privilige of accessing the medium. Every station wishing to
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transmit data contends for time on the shared network, and has equal 
probability of transmitting a packet at any point in time. Therefore, 
there is a possibility of interference between two or more packets 
when at least two stations try to send packets almost at the same 
time.
The CSMA/CD considered in this dissertation is a contention- 
based protocol employed for bus networks, and has been adopted for 
baseband and broadband coaxial cable networks. Details about CSMA/CD 
systems are provided in the next section.
1.2 CSMA/CD Systems
CSMA/CD medium access protocol evolved from an earlier 
contention technique, known as ALOHA [21]. ALOHA was developed for 
ground-based packet radio broadcasting networks [1]. In an ALOHA 
system, whenever a station has a packet to send, it simply sends it. 
The station then senses the carrier on the channel for a time duration 
of maximum propagation delay. Unless the sender receives an 
acknowledgement signal from the packet receiver during that time, it 
retransmits the packet. After repeated failures, it simply gives up. 
Due to the simplicity of such a medium access scheme, collisions of 
packets can arise quite often leading to poor channel utilization.
To improve the channel utilization, the slotted ALOHA [17] was 
developed. In this protocol, the time axis is slotted into equal size 
partitions which are equal to the packet transmission time. Packet
11
transmissions are synchronized only at slot boundaries. Thus, if two 
packets are collided, they will overlap totally. The slotted ALOHA 
exhibits better utilization than the non-slotted ALOHA [21].
The CSMA protocol attains significant improvement of the 
channel utilization over both ALOHA and slotted ALOHA by exploiting an 
important property of local networks, which is that the propagation 
delay between stations is typically very small compared to packet 
transmission time [21]. The following observation illustrates this 
property.
Consider a real-life local network with the channel capacity, 
or the data transfer rate, denoted by C, being 10 mbps (megabits per 
second), and the channel distance, denoted by D, being 1 km. Suppose 
the packet size, L, is 576 bytes. The velocity, V, of signal
g
propagation on a coaxial cable is typically 2x10 m/second. Therefore,
in this case, the propagation delay, t , is computed as r=D/V=5xl0  ^
seconds. The packet transmission time, T, is computed as 
-4T=(L*8)/C=4.608x10 seconds. Thus packet transmission time, T, is 
about 92 times greater than the propagation delay.
Since the propagation delay is very small compared to the 
packet transmission time, if stations listen to the medium, when a 
station has started sending a packet, all other stations will realize 
it immediately. As such, carrier sensing strategy or CSMA is very 
effective for local networks. In CSMA systems, a station wishing to
12
transmit first senses the channel to determine if another transmission 
is in progress. If so, the station waits for some period of time 
before attempting a transmission again. If the channel is idle, on the 
other hand, the station transmits according to a predetermined 
persistence algorithm explained below.
A collision will occur if two or more stations attempt to 
transmit almost simultaneously. In order to determine whether the 
transmission is successful or not, the station awaits an 
acknowledgement from the destination station for some period of time 
after transmission. The time required for this includes the maximum 
round-trip propagation delay and the waiting time of the receiver 
until it can place the acknowledgement message on the medium 
[21]. If there is no acknowledging signal from the receiving station, 
the sender assumes that collision has occurred and retransmits the 
same packet.
CSMA system needs an algorithm to specify what a station
should do if the medium is found to be busy. There are three different
algorithms: non-persistent, 1-persistent and p-persistent [20,21,27], 
Each of these has its own merits and drawbacks.
First, in nonpersistent CSMA, a station trying to transmit a
packet listens to the medium and obeys the following rules:
1. If the medium is found to be idle, transmit a packet.
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2. If the medium is found to be busy, wait a random amount 
of time drawn from a probability distribution and repeat 
step 1.
When the medium is busy, the random waiting time enables the 
possibility of collision to be reduced. The major drawback is that 
even if several stations have a packet to send, they are likely to 
waste idle time until retransmissions. See Figure 3 for a schematic 
description of this algorithm.
The 1-persistent CSMA [28] is developed in order to avoid 
wasted idle time occurring in nonpersistent CSMA. A station trying to 
transmit listens to the shared channel and follows the following 
rules:
1. If the medium is found to be idle, transmit a packet.
2. If the medium is found to be busy, continue to listen 
until the channel becomes idle; then transmit 
immediately.
3. If there is a collision, wait a random amount of time and 
repeat step 1.
In 1-persistent CSMA, a station which senses the channel busy persists 
on transmitting as soon as the channel becomes idle. When the channel 
is sensed busy, the station monitors the channel until it is sensed 
idle and then with probability one initiates transmission of a packet. 
(See Figure 3.) Thus 1-persistent stations are selfish, and if at 
least two stations are awaiting transmission, a collision is 
guaranteed.
Figure 3 : Persistence Algorithms
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The p-persistent CSMA is a variant of the 1-persistent CSMA.
It requires stations, which are wishing to transmit, to randomize the 
start of transmission when the channel becomes idle [28], as can be 
seen from Figure 3. Here the rules are:
1. If the medium is found to be idle, transmit a packet with
probability p, or wait one time unit with probability
(1-P).
2. If the medium is found to be busy, continue to listen
until the channel becomes idle and repeat step 1.
3. If transmission is delayed one time unit, repeat step 1.
The nonpersistent CSMA is effective in reducing collisions, 
but incurs much idle time. On the other hand, the 1-persistent CSMA 
can reduce idle time, but suffers from frequent collisions. The p- 
persistent CSMA is a compromise between nonpersistent and 1-persistent 
CSMAs. However, the immediate question is what is an effective value 
of p. The pursuit of the answer to this question is one of major 
theses in this dissertation.
CSMA is more efficient than ALOHA or slotted ALOHA due to the 
carrier sensing strategy [21]. However, it is still vulnerable to 
collision especially under heavy traffic load. Since the transmission 
time of a packet is much longer than the propagation time, the amount 
of wasted bandwidth is considerable when packets are collided. Such 
waste of time due to collision can be reduced by adding the following 
rules to CSMA [21]:
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1. Start sensing the medium simultaneously as the station 
starts transmission in order to see if a collision occurs 
during transmission.
2. If a collision is detected during transmission, 
immediately cease transmitting the packet, and transmit a
jamming signal to notify all other stations that there
was a collision.
3. After transmitting the jam sequence, wait a random amount 
of time, then attempt to transmit again using CSMA.
Among the CSMA protocols discussed heretofore, slotted p- 
persistent CSMA/CD systems are considered in this dissertation. A 
detailed operation of this system is summarized as follows:
(1) Data to be transmitted to another station is first
encapsulated by the medium access control (MAC) unit 
into packets together with the sender and receiver 
addresses.
(2) The MAC unit monitors the carrier signal in the shared 
channel to determine whether the channel is busy or 
idle.
(3) If the channel is sensed idle, the station transmits a
packet with probability p at a slot boundary, and 
suppresses transmission for the duration of one time
17
slot with probability (1-p). If the channel is sensed 
busy, the station waits until the channel becomes idle.
(4) A sender transmitting a packet simultaneously monitors 
the carrier signal to see if a collision occurs.
(5) If a collision is detected by the MAC unit,
(a) the transceiver unit immediately turns on the 
collision detect signal.
(b) This, in turn, is detected by the MAC unit 
which transmits a jam sequence, and terminates 
transmission of the packet.
(c) The packets involved in a collision are not 
dequeued and await retransmission.
1.3 Related Studies
Many papers dealing with dynamic behavior of CSMA/CD systems 
have been published. However, the great majority of these papers 
assume that each station can have at most one packet in the message 
queue at any time [8]. This is called an unbuffered CSMA/CD system. On 
the other hand, many studies of buffered packet broadcast networks 
have been reported. But most of them deal with slotted ALOHA 
[9,10,12,13,15,24].
Recently, some research has been carried out on the buffered 
CSMA/CD system. Hastad, et al [7] and Goodman, et al [6] studied the
18
stability of backoff protocols for 1-persistent CSMA/CD systems with 
infinite buffers.
Takagi and Kleinrock [24] studied mean packet queueing delay 
in a buffered CSMA/CD system with only two stations. They considered a 
slotted p-persistent CSMA/CD system [24] with infinite buffers. They 
developed the stationary joint generating function for the queue 
length distribution in recursive form. This queueing model, however, 
ignored random transmission delays due to p-persistence. Furthermore, 
as a consequence, it was not taken into consideration that whether a 
transmission succeeds or fails due to a collision is conditional on 
the length of random transmission delay preceding the transmission.
Tasaka [25] provided an approximate performance analysis of a 
slotted nonpersistent CSMA/CD system having buffers of finite 
capacity. They developed an approximate Markovian model of the system 
with a multidimensional state vector. Using equilibrium point 
analysis, the throughput and average packet delay characteristics are 
obtained and the system stability behavior is demonstrated.
Apostolopoulos and Protonotarios [3] analyzed the performance 
of a slotted p-persistent CSMA/CD system with finite buffer capacity. 
The system was also modeled as a multidimensional semi-Markov chain 
with the state space reduced by exploiting of the system properties, 
e.g., fairness toward all users, dependency of the probability of 
successful transmission only on the total number of busy users, etc.
19
1.4 Purpose of the Study
As has been shown in the previous section, there is no 
previous research which performed exact analysis of the dynamic 
behavior of p-persistent CSMA/CD systems taking into consideration the 
effect of message queueing. The assumption of unbuffered users has 
been employed for analytical convenience although it is unrealistic 
and may lead to incorrect results. Other studies [3,24,25] on buffered 
CSMA/CD systems employed approximation of the system behavior to make 
the analysis tractable. Without exact analysis of the queueing 
behavior, the stability condition of CSMA/CD systems could not be 
derived explicitly in any of the previous work on CSMA/CD systems.
In this dissertation, a new queueing model appropriate for the 
analysis of buffered p-persistent CSMA/CD systems is developed which 
describes the operation of CSMA/CD systems faithfully and completely. 
The factors affecting the stochastic development of queue length 
vector are identified and their statistical dependencies among each 
other are scrutinized. A joint probability generating function is 
developed for the message queue length vector incorporating all the 
statistical dependencies among the queue length determinants. The 
generating function developed in this study is different from that 
developed in [24] in two fundamental aspects: (i) the underlying 
queueing model describes packet-by-packet development of the channel 
state and the queue length vector state, and does not employ any 
approximation of the CSMA/CD medium access protocol; and (ii) the 
queueing system is not assumed to be in the steady state, and its
20
dynamics is analyzed starting from an initial state where all users 
have empty queues.
The generating function of the message queue length vector is 
used to answer the most important question arising in p-persistent 
CSMA/CD systems: What value of the transmission probability p leads to 
stability? An explicit answer to this question is obtained in this 
dissertation for the first time in the study of CSMA/CD systems.
The determination of an effective value of p in p-persistent 
CSMA/CD systems is critical for maintaining a stable system, 
especially under heavy traffic load. As p is set smaller, stations 
must wait longer to transmit an outstanding packet, but the frequency 
of collisions can be reduced. Under low traffic load, however, delayed 
packet transmissions due to small p may lead to low channel 
utilization. On the contrary, if p is set too high, outstanding 
packets in respective queues are transmitted on the network more 
frequently, but the probability of collision increases possibly 
leading to system instability.
Consider the case [21] in which N stations wishing to transmit 
while a transmission is already in progress. At the end of that 
transmission, the expected number of stations that will attempt to 
transmit is N times p. If Np is greater than 1, multiple stations are 
likely to transmit a packet resulting in a collision. Furthermore, as 
soon as all of these stations realize that there was a collision, they 
will attempt to launch the packet again as soon as the collision is
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cleared on the medium, incurring more collisions. Even worse, these 
retries will be joined by packets generated anew from other stations, 
further increasing the possibility of collision. Eventually, almost 
all the stations in the system will be trying to send, causing 
continuous collisions, with throughput dropping to zero. To avoid this 
catastrophic situation, Np must be less than one for the expected 
peaks of N.
The above argument demonstrates the important role of the p- 
value in controlling the stability and performance of p-persistent 
CSMA/CD systems, but it overly simplifies the underlying mechanism. 
Actually, the stability and performance of p-persistent CSMA/CD 
systems are affected by various factors such as the rate of new packet 
generation in each user station, the size of the network (the number 
of users on the network), the distribution of packet lengths, the 
efficiency of collision abortion mechanism, and other network 
parameters like the distance of the network, signal propagation 
velocity of the transmission medium, etc. In this dissertation, the 
relationships among all these parameters are explicitly incorporated 
into the stability condition which is derived based on the generating 
function of message queue length vector.
CHAPTER 2
A QUEUEING MODEL FOR P-PERSISTENT CSMA/CD SYSTEMS
In Chapter 1, a detailed description of the low-level 
operation of p-persistent CSMA/CD local networks has been provided. In 
this chapter, an analytic model that describes the message queueing 
process in slotted p-persistent CSMA/CD systems is developed. 
Assumptions introduced in developing this model are also discussed.
The model is constructed to accurately reflect the underlying 
operation without introducing approximation or simplification that 
deviates from the reality. With the time axis slotted, the queueing 
process is modelled as a discrete time stochastic process. The model 
is microscopic in the sense that it observes a packet-by-packet 
development of the queueing process starting from the situation where 
all users have empty buffers. The analytic model of the queueing 
process developed in this chapter will provide the basis for deriving 
the joint probability generating function of the message queue length 
vector in the next chapter.
2.1 System Description and Assumptions
The channel state dynamics in a slotted p-persistent CSMA/CD 
system is modelled in a similar manner as in [23], Descriptions of the 
channel state dynamics are provided in this section together with
22
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the assumptions employed. The diagram given in Figure 4 illustrates 
the dynamics of channel state and queueing process for the case of a 
two-user system.
The time is slotted with the slot size being the propagation 
delay, and a slot size is chosen as the unit of time. This slotting 
allows us to model the queueing dynamics as a discrete-time stochastic 
process. All stations are synchronized to start transmission only at 
the slot boundaries. Every user with a non-empty message queue 
attempts transmission of a packet persistently at every slot boundary 
when the channel is idle. In a transmission attempt, a user samples a 
random number from the uniform distribution over [0,1]. If the number 
is smaller than the transmission probability p, it starts transmission 
of a packet; otherwise, it suppresses the start of transmission. Thus 
all users with non-empty queues contend for a single medium and have 
equal chance of transmitting a packet at each slot boundary. However, 
if one or more users have already started packet transmissions, no 
other users attempt transmission due to carrier sensing until ongoing 
transmissions are completed and the channel becomes idle again.
The system state alternates between idle periods and busy 
periods. An idle period, in which all users have empty message queues, 
terminates with at least one packet generation among users. Idle 
periods are assumed to be independently and exponentially distributed. 
With this assumption, the beginning of a new busy period is a system 
regenerative point; viz., the system dynamics in the new busy period 
is a probabilistic replica of that in any previous busy period.
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Therefore, it suffices to consider stochastic development of the 
message queue length vector during a single busy period.
A busy period is divided into a number of sub(busy)periods,
B~, k = 1 ,2,... Each subperiod consists of a transmission delay R~,
followed by a packet transmission time T^. A transmission delay is the 
time in which the channel is idle and all packets are awaiting 
transmission in their queues. This delay is the result of all users 
with non-empty queues continually sampling random numbers exceeding p. 
A transmission delay terminates when one or more packets begin 
transmission at a slot boundary, i.e., one or more users sample random 
numbers smaller than p. If a single user starts transmitting a packet, 
the packet is successfully transmitted taking tp time slots. A 
successful transmission time tp is proportional to the length of the 
packet transmitted. We assume that tp=tf with probability n and 
tp=ts(<tf) with probability l-7r, reflecting the bimodal distribution 
of packet lengths in real systems [19]. If two or more users start 
transmitting packets at the same time, packets collide, the collision 
is detected and all collided transmissions are aborted before 
transmissions are completed. In a baseband system like Ethernet, it
i
takes at most two time slots to detect a collision. Thus, an 
unsuccessful transmission time tc is much smaller than a successful 
transmission time tp.
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2.2 Queueing Process
In this section, based on the channel state dynamics modelled 
in the previous section, the stochastic process of message queue 
development over time is specified.
Let Qt  be the number of packets waiting in the queue of user i 
at the start of the /cth subperiod, and Q~ be the vector [Q^ ,
i=l,2,..,m] where m is the number of users on the network. Vector Q~
becomes a O-vector (denoted as 3 in the sequel) only at the end of a 
busy period. Therefore, in our analysis of a single busy period, the
-♦/C+l
conditional distribution of Q— —  given Q— 9*0 for r=l, 2, . . ,/c must be 
considered.
Define to be the number of packets that are successfully 
transmitted and dequeued from user i at the end of the /cth subperiod, 
and Z~ to be the vector [Z^ r, i—1,2, . . ,m] . Then Z^ r =1 if user i
successfully transmits a packet, and Z^ r =0 if user i either starts 
transmission of a packet resulting in a collision or does not transmit 
in the /cth subperiod. Vector Z~ thus is either 5 or a vector with Z*r
=1 for some i and Z*r =0 for all j^i.
J J
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Finally, let X^(n) denote the number of new packets generated
at user i over an n slot period, and X(n) be the vector [X^(n),
i*»l,2, . . ,m] . The random variable X^(n) follows a binomial distribution
with parameters n and A, where A is the probability of a user 
generating a new packet during a time slot. It is assumed that 
Pr(X^(l)>2}=0, which is reminiscent of the Poisson process assumption.
This process of generating packets (sometimes called a geometric 
arrival process [23]) is assumed to be identical and independent among 
all users, implying that queueing processes at different users are all 
symmetric.
Let us examine Figure 4 to illustrate the dynamic behavior of 
the channel state and message queues in a slotted p-persistent CSMA/CD 
system. In Figure 4, there are two users (user 1 and user 2) with a 
shared channel. An idle period terminates with a packet arrival at 
user 1. Thus a busy period starts with the first subperiod having
initial queue lengths of one at user 1 and zero at user 2, i.e.,
having =1 and “0.
The user station 1, with an outstanding packet in its buffer, 
attempts transmitting this packet at ensuing slot boundaries since the 
channel is idle. It, however, continually draws random numbers greater 
than p until it draws a number smaller than p at the fifth attempt and
transmits that packet on the medium. Thus the transmission delay R~ in
the first subperiod is 4 slots, and is followed by a successful
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transmission at user 1 because user 1 is the only station that 
launches a packet on the medium. Notice that during the transmission 
delay one new packet is generated at user 1 and two new packets are 
generated at user 2. At user 2, the first packet arrives during the 
second time slot, but the station samples random numbers greater than 
p until user 1 starts transmitting a packet. During the successful 
packet .transmission from user 1, each of user 1 and 2 generates two 
additional packets. It should be noted that while a packet is 
transmitted, no station attempts transmission due to the carrier 
sensing.
The first subperiod ends at completion of the successful 
packet transmission from user 1. At the beginning of the second 
subperiod, message buffers at user 1 and 2 have 3 and 4 outstanding 
packets, respectively, which have been accumulated through the 
transmission delay and the transmission time in the first subperiod.
In the second subperiod, therefore, both stations attempt packet 
transmission from the first time slot. Both stations sample random 
numbers smaller than p at the fourth attempt resulting in a collision. 
Owing to collision detection and abortion mechanism, the unsuccessful 
transmission time is much shorter than a successful transmission time. 
At the end of the second subperiod, message buffers at user 1 and 2 
have 6 and 5 outstanding packets, respectively, since there have been 
3 and 1 new packets generated in respective stations during the second 
subperiod and no station could dispatch a packet from their buffers.
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As exemplified above, the queueing process in a slotted p-
persistent CSMA/CD system can be modelled as
- 3* + ^(R- + T-) - t~. (1)
In this queueing process, the queues at different users
interfere with each other through a shared channel, and this problem 
of interfering queueing cannot be solved using classical queueing 
theory [8].
The duration of a transmission delay R~ is determined by all 
users' collective behavior of attempting packet transmissions. The
probability of R“ being n time slots is formulated as
Pr{R~ =n) - PrlE^Ej} - PrtE^ x Pr{E2), (2)
where E^ denotes an event that no packet transmission is started by
any user until the (n-l)st slot boundary, and E2 denotes an event that
at least one packet transmission is started from among the users at 
the nth slot boundary. The probability of the latter event depends on
Q~ and X(R~). Let f be the number of user i's such that Qt +
X^(R~)*0, i.e., the number of users with at least one packet 
outstanding at the nth slot boundary. Then
Pr{E2|f}=1-(1-p)^, where 1 < f < m. (3)
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Furthermore, the random variables R- and >t(R—) are 
simultaneously determined according to the p-persistent medium access 
behavior, the processes of new packet generation in all user stations,
and the queue vector state at the start of the subperiod B~. Let
denote an event that x^,X2 ,..,xm new packets are generated during n
time slots at users l,2,..,m, respectively. Then the joint probability
of R- =n and }£(R-) = (x^ ,x2,..,xm) is given by
Pr(R- =n, X-Cn)**^, . . ,xm> | Q“ }
- Pr{Ein E 2n E 3} - Pr{Ein E 3) x Pr{E2) 
m
= ~ J T  Pr<Ei,in E i,3> x Pr{E2)- <4)
where E^  ^denotes an event that user i does not start a packet
transmission until the (n-l)st slot boundary in the subperiod B*r, and 
E^ 3 denotes an event that user i generates x^ new packets during the
first n time slots in the same subperiod. Note that the joint
probability Pr{E. 1 fjE. .) is independent among users.1, j. i, j
The probabilities Pr{E^ and Pr(E^ 3) are independent of
each other if user i's message queue is non-empty at the start of the 
subperiod. Thus
r  -V X. n-x.
P r ^  1f)Ei 3|Qf >1} - Pr{E^ ^ x P r t E ^ }  - (l-p)n |^ " J a X(l-A) L.(5)
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The same probabilities are dependent on each other if the message 
queue is empty at the start of the subperiod. The joint probability is 
given by
Pr{Ei ;Ln E i(3|QY =0} - (1-A)n +
n
^ (l-A)j‘1A(l-p)n'j
j-1
n-J
x.-l * 1
x,-l n-j-x.+l 
A 1 (1-A) 1 . (6)
The first term in Equation (6) represents the case when no packets are 
generated during n time slots of transmission delay. The second term 
represents the case when user i generates x^ new packets and x^ > 1.
In that term, j represents the slot in which the first among the x^
packets is generated; (l-p)n is the probability that no transmission 
is started in the subsequent (n-j) slots; and the binomial density 
that follows is the probability that (x^-1) new packets are generated
during the same (n-j) time slots.
~*tCTurning to random vector Z— in Equation (1), it also depends 
on Q~ and X(R~) through f.
-ic , 1 ( f f l i  C - i  P ^ - P )5”'1P r { Z - = 0 | H ---------  ) \ pJ(l-p)r J ----------------   . (7)
i -d -P)f J J i -a-pr
Pr{zi=l, Zj=0 Vj^i | f} = p(l-p)^'1/(l-(l-p)^},
for each i such that Qt + X^(R~)^0. (8)
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Finally, J(T~) in Equation (1) is independent of 5t(R—), but depends on 
Z” such that =tp if Z~ (^5, and T~ =tc if Z“ =3.
CHAPTER 3
GENERATING FUNCTION
In this chapter, a joint probability generating function of 
the message queue length vector is developed for a slotted p- 
persistent CSMA/CD system based on the queueing process model 
developed in the previous chapter.
The importance of the generating function for such a discrete 
stochastic system in understanding and analyzing its dynamic behavior 
is well known [6,12], Among other things, a joint generating function 
uniquely determines the joint distribution of a stochastic vector. 
Furthermore, when a stochastic vector is a sum of independent,
nonnegative, integer-valued random vectors, as with Q01, the generating 
function of the former vector is the product of the generating 
functions of the latter vectors, and this property makes the analysis 
of a complex stochastic system tractable. In addition, the moments can 
be easily obtained through successive differentiations of the 
generating function.
In the first section, a recursive solution of the generating 
function for general m-user systems is developed. In the second 
section, a closed-form formula of the generating function for a two- 
user system is derived inductively from the recursive formula.
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3.1 A Recursive Solution of the Generating Function for
m-User Systems
Considering all the relationships among the random vectors in 
Equation (1), which were identified in section 2.2, the probability
-+K+1generating function F (s^,Sg,..•,sm) of the random vector Q ,
denoted by (s) in the sequel, is formulated as
-«+l
(s) - E
m -K+l
^i s.
i-1 1
m
s.1 x E
i=l 1
m X. (R-)
s.1 x E E 
i-1 1
m X.(T-)
m
i-1
-z*
si 1 R-, X(R~)
- -
Q~ *
. .
(9)
CO CO5 -) 111i*5! s.1
q «0 q =0 
{(l-qJ)X..X(T-qm )^l)
co n n
X 1 }
n=0 x-, =0 x =01 m
i-1
x.ls .1
m) l - }  E[JTsilX. (5t+(l-5)tc)
te{ts,t-2} z..=0 z “0
/ 1 i ■ IH -q *(Z- + ...+z <1) 1 m
m
T T s : zi
i=l 1
x Pr-^tp=t^ x
Pr^Z*-^, . . ,zm) R~=n, X(n) = (x1, . . ,xm), Q£=(q1, . . ,qm)^ >
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Pr^R^n, j£(n) = (x1, . . ,xm) j^ i£=(q]L, . . ,qm)j- x P r ^ = ( q 1> . . ,qm)j-, (10)
“*^/C ^where 5=0 if Z— =0; 1 otherwise.
We now solve Equation (10). First the innermost summation, 
i.e., the second, third and fourth lines in Equation (10), becomes
m
r “ xi(tc)1
E | | s. X Pr{Z =(5 | •) +
L i-1 1 J te{ts, tJ0)
m
i=l
si x Pr{z.=l, z.=0 Vjs^ i I •) l i t J 1 (11)
m
-  ('T T  (Asi+l-A)tCj x
i - ( i - P ) s - r  p ( i - p ) r-i
(1-tt) [ 7 T "  (As.+l-A)^ J
i -(i-p )5
p(i-p)
{
m
7T (nr(As.+l-A)^] +
r-i
1-(1-P)S ( I - i 1 )-
(12)
i:q.+x.^0 i
Equations (7) and (8) are substituted in Equation (11) to obtain
Equation (12). In Equation (12), the generating function for X(tc)
(resp. X(ti) and X(ts)) is a joint generating function of m 
independent, binomially distributed random variables X^(tc) (resp.
X^(ti) andX^(ts)) for i=l,..,m.
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For simplicity of notation, we will use Tc = || (As.+l-A)tC and Tp =
i-1
m
f | | (As.+l-A)1"^  I + (1-tt) J | | (As.+l-A)tS 1 hereinafter.
 ^i-1 1 J 1 i-1 1 J
The next outer summation in Equation (10) is solved in turn 
based on Equations (3), (4), (5) and (6):
oo n n
n-0 x,=0 x =01 m
m
i-1
x.
Si1 x Pr-j^ R—-n, 3£(n) = (x^, . . .x^
co n n r m -1
n=0 xn =0 x =0 1 m
{ .  T , ,  )v i:q.=0,x.>l '■li l j=l x -1 n-j-x +1 ^A (1-A) 1 J-
X { T T  a-*)n } (13)
 ^i:q.=x.-0 Jl
n-0
(i-a-p)f) x j i r  d - P)n(As+i-A)n } x { n r  }
1 i:q.>l 1 J L i:q.-x.=0 J
*1 1
As.{ (l-p)w(AS;.+l-A)n-(l-A)n )
x {  T T  ----------------------------- }• a*)
iiq.-O.x^l (l-p)(ASi+l-A)-(l-A) J
Note that Equations (12) and (14) are conditional on f , the number of
K 1cuser i's such that Qt + X^(R—)*0. Furthermore, in Equation (14), three
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disjoint classes of users are involved: (i) users with Qt > 1; (ii)
users with Qt =0 and X^(R~) > 1; and (iii) users with Q^ r -X^(R“)=0.
Accordingly, we define the following sets of users: I={1,2,..,m) is a 
set of all users on the network; J={ji ,j2,. . ,j ) is a set of user i's
such that Q*r > 1; and K=(ka ,k2, . . ,k^ } is a set of user i's such that
Qt =0 and X^(R“)>1. Thus f=|J|+|k|=»/+w and v > 1. Using these sets and
the results given in Equations (12) and (14), the generating function 
_>c+l— (s) can be rewritten as
m
-x+1
"(s)
I . 5
u=l JCI; J q. =1 q. =1 
J i
sqi
• r i leJ
oo m-i/
) } j {TT (l-p)n <As1+l-A)"} x
n=0 w=0KCJ;| k |=w leJ
As. ((l-p)n(As.+l-A)n— (1-A)n )
x { i r ----------------------------------------- }
1 ieK (l-p)(ASi+l-A)-(l-A) J
x |Tcx{l-(l-p)1/+w-(i/+a>)p(l-p)‘/+w'1) + Tpxp(l-p)‘/+w'1x ^ s'1}
iejjK
x Pr| 3- = (q^ 1 Vie J , q.=0 Viel-J) j-. (15)
In Equation (15), we have
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co co
q i =1 q 1 -iJ i
ieJ
si Pr| Q~ = (q.> 1 VieJ, q^O Viel-J) j-
= F*(s: si=0 ViXJ) - ^ F*(s: s^=0, s.=0 Vi^J). (16)
jeJ
The. sununation over n of the infinite geometric series in Equation (15)
is evaluated as follows, since 0<(l-p)l/+^t(l-A)m u ^ || (As^+1-A)<l:iJUi
CD
Y { i T  (l-p)n(Asi+l-A)n]-x(l-A)n(m^ ' w)>
O ieJ
{“ m
lieK
(1-p) (Asi+1-A)—(1-A)“>}
U>
- 1  1
( - 1 )
0)-/i
n=0 LCK: |l|=a
l-(l-p)*/+/i(l-A),n‘,/'/‘ T T  <*s .+1-A)
i£jyL
-1
(17)
Substituting Equations (16) and (17) in Equation (15), we obtain the 
following recursive solution for F21-1— (s):
-,/c+l(s) = ^ ^ ^(sis.-O Vi\J)~ ^ F^(s:Sj-0,si-=0 Vi\J)j
i/=l J Cl; |j|=i/ j«J
m-r/
w=0 KS J: |K|=w
{ T T » si [1 ieK L
(l-p)(As.+l-A)-(l-A)J j- X
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{ TcX{l-(l-p)l/+£0-(1/+a})p(l-p)‘/+W'1} + TpxpCl-p)^-1 X \ s’1 | x
ieJ U K
) ) (-l)CJ'/i[l-(l-p)l/+//'(l-^)m’1/‘M T T  (As .+1-A)]'1. (18)
A L f i K t l L K  L i£jU L J
In summary, the first line in Equation (18) is the result of 
the outermost summation in Equation (10), which is the generating 
function for the message queue length vector at the start of the 
/cth subperiod. The second and fourth lines together represent 
the generating function of the number of new packet generation 
during the /cth subperiod. Finally, the third line represents the 
generating function of the number of packets that are successfully 
transmitted during the /cth subperiod.
3.2 A Closed Form Formula of the Generating Function
for Two-User Systems
The generating function of the message queue length vector of 
a two-user system can be obtained by setting m=2 in the generating 
function given in Equation (18). If m=2 then set J can be (1), (2) or 
{1,2}, and u becomes either 1 or 2.
First, consider the case when ix=2, i.e., when both users have 
non-empty message queues at the start of the /cth subperiod. Note that 
if i/=2 then w=/i=0. The generating function for this case is reduced 
from Equation (18) to the following:
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_K+1 .i(s1, s2 | t/=2) - A(slts2) X ^ ( s 1>s2)-F£ (0,s2)-F^(s1,0)j, (19)
where A(s^, s2)=^Tcxp^+Tpxp(l-p) (l/s^+l/s2)Jx|\-(l-p)^(As^+l-A)x
(As2+1-A)J .
Second, consider the case when i/=l. Since queueing behaviors 
of the two users are symmetric, F^^(s^,s2 | >1, Q2 =0) =
F^-^(s2,s  ^ | =0, ^1). We will elaborate on the former case
when >1 and Q2 =0, i.e., when J={1). If J={1) then K=^ or K=(2). If
then X2(R“)=0, meaning that user 2 has no packet to transmit in
the /cth subperiod. In this case, w=^=0 and the generating function 
becomes
F£±1(s1,s2 | Q* >1, Q* =0, X2(R~)=0) - B(Sl) x F^(Sl,0), (20)
where B(s^) = ^Tpxp/s^|- x |l-(l-p)(1-A)(As^+1-A)
•1
On the other hand, if K={2) with X2(R~)>1, then user 2 has at
least one packet generated anew during the transmission delay and may 
transmit a packet in the /cth subperiod. In this case, w=l and 0 or 
1, leading to the following generating function:
F£±1(s1,s2 | Q f >1, Qj =0, X2(R-)>1) = C(s1(s2) x Fi£(s;L,0) , (21)
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where , s2)-=|As2 j^ (l-p) (As2+1- A)-(l-A)
p(l-p) (l/s1+l/s2)j-x^ -|^ l-(l-p) (1-A) (ASl+l
TcXp2+Tpx
l-(l-p)2X
(As^+1-A)(As2+1-A)
Combining all possible cases, (i) when i>=2, (ii) when j/=1 ,
>1 and Q2 =0, and (iii) when i^ =l, =0 and Q2 >1, we obtain the
following recursive formula for the generating function of the message 
queue length vector in a two-user system. In the formula l represents 
the user other than user i, viz., if i=l then i=2 and vice versa.
The correctness of Equations (18) and (22) was verified according to 
the following procedure: Actually we first derived the generating 
function for a two-user system from the scratch and then generalized 
that function for an arbitrary m-user system which is given in 
Equation (18). Next, we derived Equation (22) by setting m=2 in 
Equation (18) as shown in this paper. Equation (22) was cross-checked
2
i=l
{B(s2)+C(s2 ,s1))xF^(0,s2) (22)
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against the original generating function developed from the scratch to 
ensure the correctness of both Equations (18) and (22).
Finally, we solve Equation (22) for a closed form formula. 
Since that equation is a polynomial function in s^ and S2 , it can be
rewritten in a canonical form as
Fi£±^ (s1,s2)=a(s11s2)F^(s1>s2)+/3(s1,s2)Fi£(s;L10)+7(s;L,s2)Fi£(01s2), (23)
where a(s1,s2)=A(s1,s2), P ( s l ,s2)=B(s1)+C(s1,s2)-A(s1,s2), and
7 (s^,s2)= B(s2)+C(s2,s^)-A(s^,s2) are all polynomial functions in s^ 
and s2_
Initially, at the start of a busy period, (Q ,^ Q2) can be
(0,1), (1,0), or (1,1). Therefore, the initial conditions for the 
recursive equation (23) are given by
F1(s1,s2)=(A2s1s2+A(l-A)(s1+s2))/(l-(l-A)2), (24)
Fi(s1,0)=A(l-A)s1/{l-(l-A)2), (25)
F1 (0,s2)=A(1-A)s2/(1-(1-A)2), and (26)
Fi(0,0)=0. (27)
It can be easily proved by induction that Equation (23) reduces to a 
closed form formula expressed in terms of the initial conditions, 
which is given by
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F£ ± ^(s1 ,s2 ) = a(s1 ,s2)'c F^(s1(s2) + j8(s1 ,s2) j a ^ ,  
a(s1,s2)'c'2{a(s1,0)+y3(s1,0) } + , s,,)*'3 {aCs^, OJ+^Cs^, 0) }2 + ••• +
a(s1,s2){a(s1,0)+^(s1,0)5,c'2 + (o(s1,0)+/3(s1,0) J*-1] F^s^O) +
7(s1>s2) q^ (s1,s2)'C'1+ a(s1,s2)K'2{a(0,s2)+7(0ls2)} + ••• +
a(s1,s2){a(0 ,s2)+7 (0 ,s2)}/C'2 + {a(0 , s2)+7(0 , s2) }*'-1] F1(0>s2)
= a(s1>s2)/C P^(s1,s2) + @(.s^ , s2)x
a(s1,s2)'c-{a(s1,0)+/3(s1,0) }K
---------------------  F^(s ,0) +
«(s1>s2) - {a(s1,0)+^(s1,0) } 1
a(s1,s2)'C-{a(0,s2)+7(0,s2) )K
7 (sv s )   F^(0 ,s„). (28)
«(s1>s2) - (a(O,s2)+0(O,s2))
CHAPTER 4
STABILITY ANALYSIS
A tractable condition for the stability of a p-persistent 
CSMA/CD system with m users is defined such that the backlog of 
message packets, by which we mean the sum of all queue lengths,
m
k \ Kbecomes zero in a finite number of sub(busy)periods. Let Y— = ) Qr.
i=l
Then the stability condition is given by
lira Y- =0. (29)
Stochastic process {Y~} is nonnegative and integer-valued, and has the 
following properties:
(i) PrlY*51^  =01Y— =0) = 1, i.e., {Y }^ has an absorbing barrier at 0.
(ii) For every j>0 there exists rjj such that
K+rt.
lim inf Pr{Y J= 0 |Y^ —j} >0.
—♦co
Property (i) holds because our analysis is focused on a single busy 
period. Property (ii) means that after a large number of transmissions 
(or subperiods), there is a nonzero probability for the message 
backlog to be emptied in a finite number of subsequent transmissions.
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It has been proved by Bartoszynski and Puri [4] that any 
nonnegative, integer-valued stochastic process that has properties (i) 
and (ii) approaches either zero or infinity in the limit with 
probability one. In other words, such a process would not oscillate 
between zero and some finite upper limit. Therefore, we have
Pr{lim Y~ =0 or lim Y~ ««*>} = 1. (30)
Now, if E l Y ^ ^ Y ” =y) < y for large y, i.e., if (Y~) is a
submartingale, then Pr(lim Y~ =0) = 1 since (Y~) cannot diverge to 
infinity. Thus the stability condition defined in Equation (29) boils 
down to a condition
Ejy^ 1 | y~ =y) < y for large y. (31)
The conditional expectation in Inequality (31) can be expressed as
m-1
E(Y—  | Y- -y) - ^ E{Y—  | Y* -y,|J|=i/) Pr{|J|-i/ | Y“ -y) +
»/-l
E{Y—  | Y~ =y, | J | =m) Pr{|J|=m | Y~ -y) . (32)
The following lemma states that the summation in the first term of the 
right hand side of Equation (32) vanishes to 0 when y is large.
m-1
Lemma 1: L = ^ E(Y— |Y~ =y,|J|=j/) Pr{ |J|=j/|Y* =y) =0 for large y.
i/=l
proof E(Y—  | Y~ =y,|J|=i/<m) < E{Y—  | Y~ =y,|J|=v*)
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where u e {1,2,..,m-1} is the most unfavorable value of u that
produces the greatest expected value of YK+ "^ given Y* =y.
m
Now E{Y—  | Y- =y, |J|=j/*} = y + E ^  {Xi(R-+T-)-z|) = y + C
i=l
where C is a quantity independent of y.
Therefore,
m-1
L < (y+C) Y  Pr{1J|=u | Y- =y) - (y+C)Pr(|J|<m | Y- =y) 
i/=l
= (y+C) Pr(at least one message queue is empty} 
m-1
(y+C) ^ (-l)l/+1[“j I (m-v)/m)y
v-l
m-1
(-l)^+1^j (y+C) exp [y ln{ (m-i/)/m) ] .
*=1
Since ln{ (m-i/)/m)<0, the term (y+C) exp [y ln{ (m-i/)/m) ] goes to
0 quickly as y increases. Hence L“0 for large y. □
Due to Lemma 1, ElY^lY- -yJ-ElY^lY* =y,|J|=m)x
Pr{|J|=m|Y—-=y). Furthermore, Pr{ | J |“in|Y—=y)=l for large y because
Pr{|J|<m |Y~=y) goes to 0 very quickly as y increases, as has been
shown in the proof of Lemma 1. Therefore,
E{Y— |Y~ =y) = E{Y~|Y* =y,|J|=m) =
where 1 is an m-vector of l's. In Equation (33), the expected value of 
given Y~ =y is obtained by the summation over i=l,2,..,m of the 
first partial derivative of F^^CslY- “y^Jl^m) with respect to s. ,
—f  ►
evaluated at s=l.
In order to solve Equation (33), we first derive FK+^(s|Y~ 
=y,|J|=m) from Equation (18) as follows:
m
^ ( s l Y -  =y, |J|=m) = (f*(s) F*(s: Sj=0)] x
j-1
m
| t c x {l-(l-p)m-mp(l-p)m‘1} + Tp x p(l-p)111'1 x ^ j- x
i=l
-1
[ l-(l-p)m T T  (AsH-l-A) ] . (34)
Using Equation (34), we can obtain
3Fi5±^ (s|Y~ =y, | J |=m)/3si - y .  + [+ ?  1 LS=1 L
A tc (1—(l-p)m—mp(l-p)m +
m {?rA ti + (1-tt)A ts) p(l-p)m  ^- p(l-p)m  ^j / (l-(l-p)m ) +
A(l-p)m / {l-(l-p)m ), (35)
where y^=Q^ given Y~ =y. Equation (33) is now solved by summing 
Equation (35) over index i.
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E{Y/C±l|Y« =y) _ y + [m/(l.(l.p)m }] J A(l-P)m - Pd-P)1"'1 +
A {7r U  + (1-tt) ts} mp(l-p)m 1 + A tc (l-(l-p)m-mp(l-p)m'1} j. (36)
Substituting Equation (36) into the stability condition given 
in Inequality (31), we obtain the following condition for the 
stability of a slotted p-persistent CSMA/CD system:
f(q) = aqm - bq"1'1 - c > 0, (37)
where a=b+A(te-l) > b, b=mA{?r t£+(l-n) ts—tc)—1, c=A tc, and q=l-p. 
Note that the coefficients of f(q) are determined by m, A, tc and the 
expected value of tp which is n t£+(l-n) ts. We denote the expected 
value of tp by tp in the sequel.
Function f(q) has a point of inflection at q=0. It has a 
maximum at q=(m-l)b/ma, if and only if a<0; otherwise f(q)<0 for 
0<q<l. Therefore, the condition a<0 is a prerequisite for stability. 
Furthermore, even if a<0, if f(q)<0 at q=(m-l)b/ma, or (m-l)b/ma>l, 
then there does not exist any value of q in the range [0,1] which
satisfies Inequality (37). If all three conditions —  a<0, f(q)>0 at
q=(m-l)b/ma, and (m-l)b/ma<l —  are met, then a nonnegative maximum 
exists in the range (0,1) of q. In this case, since f(q)<0 at q=0 and 
q=l, we have a stability condition of the form q^<q<qy, where
0<q^<qy<l and the equality w^en f(q)“0 at q=q^=qy.
However, we notice that the condition (m-l)b/ma<l always implies a<0.
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Thus the following theorem concludes the stability condition for a 
slotted p-persistent CSMA/CD system:
Theorem 1: A slotted p-persistent CSMA/CD system is stable, if
(i) A < X = m (7r tU+(l-w) ts—1), and (38)
(ii) p^p^py, (39)
where p^l-q^ p^l-qy, and (q^q^p is a solution to f(q)=0.
Condition (i) in Theorem 1 follows from the condition (m-l)b/ma<l. 
Condition (ii) specifies the effective range of the transmission 
probability p which leads to stability given the values of parameters 
m , A, tp and tc.
Define A to be the upper bound on A below which there exists
'k
some range of p that allows the system to be stable. The value of A 
should be smaller than X, and can be determined given the values of 
other parameters m, tp and tc using the following equation: 
k
A — A such that f(q)=0 at q=(m-l)b/ma. (40)
Using Equation (40) and the condition given in (39), respectively, one
can exactly determine the maximum traffic load A and the range of the 
transmission probability p that are allowed to maintain the stability 
of a system, given the number of users on the network m, the collision 
detection and abortion time tc, traffic load A, and the mean packet 
transmission time tp.
CHAPTER 5
NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
A number of computational experiments were performed for
two purposes: (i) to determine the maximum communication demand A 
allowed under various combinations of the values of parameters m, tp 
and tc; and (ii) to determine the effective range of the transmission 
probability [pT ,pTT] that leads to stability under various combinationsJ-i u
of the values of parameters m, A, tp and tc.
In numerical experiments for the second purpose, p^ and p^
were computed with one of the parameters varying over a realistic
range and with the remaining parameters fixed at some values. These
fixed values for parameters were chosen as follows.
Three different numbers of users on the network, or network 
sizes were considered, namely m=50, 100, 200. At each size of the
network, two different values of A were selected to represent a "heavy
traffic" load and a "light traffic" load, respectively. The value of A
-4for the light traffic load, denoted by A^ , was set at 10 /m, and that
-2
for the heavy traffic, denoted by A ,^ at 10 /m. Here the distinction
between the heavy and light traffic is with respect to the total
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traffic load on the shared channel. The value of A^ was chosen based
on the empirical finding in [19], where the mean inter-packet-arrival 
time on an Ethernet network with 120 users and under a light traffic 
was reported to be about 40ms (milliseconds). Thus A^ was computed as
AT=1—e where g represents the packet arrival rate per second at 
each station and was estimated as (1000ms/40ms)/120=.2083 per second, 
while the time length of a slot, r, was set to 5x10  ^seconds.
Several mean packet transmission times were considered, namely 
tp=10, 25, 50, 75 and 90 slots, based on a bimodal distribution of 
packet lengths with peaks at 32 bytes and 576 bytes [19]. Two values 
of tc were selected to represent a "CSMA" and a "CSMA/CD" system, 
respectively. For a CSMA case, tc was set to be equal to tp because 
when a collision occurs, an entire packet transmission time is wasted. 
On the other hand, for a CSMA/CD system we assumed tc=3 slots.
*
5.1 Maximum Communication Demand A
Table 1 shows the values of A and the corresponding p- 
St
value, p -=l-(m-l)b/ma, for a CSMA system at different levels of m and 
tp. As expected, a negative relationship between the maximum allowed
traffic demand A and the network size m is noticed. Furthermore, the 
negative relationship is almost proportional; that is, if the number 
of users on the network m is doubled, then the maximum allowed packet
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Table 1 The maximum packet generation rate A allowed at a user 
station: CSMA system
__m
tp==10 tp==50 tp==90
*
A
*
P
*
A
*
P
*
A
*
P
10 .68970E-2 .04043696 .16736E-2 .01960016 .97090E-3 .01487573
20 .34134E-2 .01989086 .83271E-3 .00958855 .48360E-3 .00727285
30 .22680E-2 .01319055 .55427E-3 .00634637 .32203E-3 .00481039
40 .16982E-2 .00986721 .41530E-3 .00474671 .24140E-3 .00359270
50 .13571E-2 .00788218 .33206E-3 .00379059 .19302E-3 .00287061
60 .11303E-2 .00656114 .27664E-3 .00315426 .16077E-3 .00239274
70 .96830E-3 .00561998 .23705E-3 .00270188 .13781E-3 .00204539
80 .84699E-3 .00491457 .20740E-3 .00236131 .12055E-3 .00179031
90 .75267E-3 .00436668 .18436E-3 .00209654 .10714E-3 .00159047
100 .67721E-3 .00392905 .16588E-3 .00188714 .96360E-4 .00143632
110 .61550E-3 .00357119 .15073E-3 .00171789 .87645E-4 .00130065
120 .56413E-3 .00327282 .13817E-3 ,.00157376 .80333E-4 .00119223
130 .52070E-3 .00302015 .12759E-3 .00144966 .74130E-4 .00110197
140 .48345E-3 .00280400 .11847E-3 ,.00134551 .68857E-4 .00102086
150 .45114E-3 .00261703 .11055E-3 .00125631 .64206E-4 .00095777
160 .42294E-3 .00245284 .10365E-3 ,.00117708 .60225E-4 .00089480
170 .39799E-3 .00230867 .97548E-4 ,.00110780 .56694E-4 .00084084
180 .37588E-3 ,.00217998 .92079E-4 ,.00104843 .53522E-4 .00079589
190 .35610E-3 .00206492 .87211E-4 .00099405 .50737E-4 .00075099
200 .33826E-3 .00196167 .82841E-4 ,.00094464 .48180E-4 .00071507
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Table 2 The maximum packet generation rate A allowed at a user 
station: CSMA/CD system
__m
tD-10 tp=50 tp=90
rt
A
*
P
*
A
*
p
*
A
*
P
10 .79535E-2 .06649957 .19021E-2 .06649931 .10802E-2 .06651695
20 .39466E-2 .03294213 .94931E-3 .03294418 .53950E-3 .03297135
30 .26244E-2 .02189613 .63247E-3 .02190010 .35953E-3 .02192028
40 .19659E-2 .01639752 .47420E-3 .01640203 .26960E-3 .01641785
50 .15715E-2 .01310650 .37926E-3 .01311538 .21562E-3 .01314225
60 .13090E-2 .01091568 .31604E-3 .01091948 .17967E-3 .01094772
70 .11215E-2 .00935297 .27085E-3 .00935894 .15401E-3 .00936860
80 .98109E-3 .00818094 .23700E-3 .00818190 .13475E-3 .00819887
90 .87187E-3 .00727049 .21066E-3 .00727110 .11974E-3 .00730149
100 .78461E-3 .00654159 .18958E-3 .00654313 .10776E-3 .00657392
110 .71310E-3 .00594679 .17233E-3 .00594947 .97945E-4 .00598367
120 .65363E-3 .00545028 .15797E-3 .00545224 .89833E-4 .00545799
130 .60330E-3 00503035 .14579E-3 .00503686 . 829.30E-4 .00503304
140 .56015E-3 .00467071 .13537E-3 .00467619 . 76957-E-4— r0«469830
150 .52274E-3 00435926 .12635E-3 00436261 . 71806E-4 .00439448
160 .49004E-3 .00408646 .11845E-3 .00409040 .67325E-4 .00411609
170 .46119E-3 00384581 .11145E-3 00385518 . 63394E-4 .00385850
180 .43558E-3 .00363164 .10528E-3 00363689 .59822E-4 .00366904
190 .41260E-3 .00344077 .99711E-4 00344951 .56737E-4 .00344348
200 .39196E-3 00326853 .94741E-4 00327424 .53880E-4 .00328129
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generation rate A at a station is approximately halved. A negative
relationship is also found between A and the mean packet transmission 
time tp; however, as tp increases due to increase in the ratio n of
long packet transmissions to all packet transmissions, A decreases 
less than proportionally. Table 2 also shows the relationships
between A and m, and between A and tp, but for a CSMA/CD system. The 
relationships are very similar to those found in the CSMA case.
5.2 Effective Range of the Transmission Probability p
The effective lower and upper bounds p^ and p^ of the
transmission probability p over realistic ranges of the values of 
parameters m, A, tp and tc are shown, respectively, in Figures 1 
through 4.
First, p^ and p^ are plotted over a range 2-200 of the number
of users, m, in Figures 5.1 and 5.2, respectively, for the case of 
light traffic and for the case of heavy traffic. It should be noted 
that in either cases the total traffic load on the shared channel was 
held at a fixed level; viz., the effect of the increase in total , 
traffic load due to the increase in the number of users was 
intentionally precluded in studying the relationship between p^and m
in those figures.
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Under the light traffic, as can be seen from Figures 5.1 (a), 
p decreases proportionally to the increase in m. It drops from 5x10 ^L
to 5x10 then to 5x10  ^as m increases from 2 to 20, and to 200.
Notice, in the same figure, that Py is not affected by tp and tc for a
given A. Indifference to tc means that pL would not differ between
CSMA and CSMA/CD systems, ceteris paribus. Figure 5.1 (b) shows that 
the relationship between p^and m is also negative. It should be noted
that Pjj is not affected by tp in CSMA/CD systems, while it is slightly
higher for smaller tp in CSMA systems. From the two figures combined, 
the effective range [py.py] of p is observed to narrow as m increases;
e.g., from [5x10’^ ,0.416] at m=20 to [5x10’ ,^ 0.051] at m=200 in 
CSMA/CD systems with tp=75.
Under the heavy traffic, Py and Py are shown, respectively, in
Figures 5.2 (a) and (b) over the same range of m. A noticeable 
difference between the Py-curves in Figure 5.2 (a) and those in Figure
5.1 (a) is that Py is considerably affected by tp in small-sized
networks when the network handles a heavy traffic. With the increase 
in m, Py decreases significantly faster under heavy traffic than under
light traffic.
Figures 6.1 and 6.2 present (py.py) versus A, respectively, 
for CSMA and CSMA/CD systems. In those figures, Py or Py curves are
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drawn over different ranges of A according to the values of m and tp
•£>
because A , or the upper bound on A to maintain stability, depends on 
these two parameters. It can be seen from Figures 6.1 (a) and 6.2 (a) 
that pT increases with the increase in A, and becomes extremelyL
sensitive to A as A approaches A . At a given A, is higher with a
larger value of tp or with a larger network size. The extent to which 
increases in m and tp elevate the level of p^ becomes greater as A
approaches A . Figures 6.1 (b) and 6.2 (b) show that p^ decreases as A
increases and, at a given A, it is smaller with a larger network size 
or with a larger tp.
Examining all four figures showing the [p^,p^]-A relationship,
we can conclude that the range [p^.p^J of transmission probability p
allowed to maintain stability becomes narrower as A increases and
eventually collapses to a point p at A=A ; and that bounds are 
tighter for a larger network, for a greater average length of packets 
transmitted, and for a CSMA than for a CSMA/CD system. Notice, 
however, that p^ drops more drastically in CSMA/CD systems than in
*CSMA systems as A approaches A .
The relationship between (p^,py) and tp is displayed in
Figures 7.1 and 7.2, respectively, for the cases of light traffic and 
of heavy traffic. As shown in Figure 7.1 (a), pL is almost invariant
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over the entire range 5-90 of tp under the light traffic. Moreover, it 
shows no difference between CSMA and CSMA/CD systems at all values of 
tp. py also is indifferent to tp in CSMA/CD systems, but gradually
decreases with the increase in tp in CSMA systems (see Figure 7.1 
(b)).
Under the heavy traffic, Py increases marginally up to about
tp=70 without showing any difference between CSMA and CSMA/CD systems, 
but goes up sharply beyond that point exhibiting an increasing 
difference between CSMA and CSMA/CD systems (see Figure 7.2 (a)). On 
the other hand, Py decreases steadily with the increase in tp, as can
be seen from Figure 7.2 (b). However, Py-curves for CSMA/CD systems
decrease with an increasing rate, while those for CSMA systems 
decrease with a decreasing rate. Notice that there is an upper bound 
on tp in CSMA systems, up to which the system remains stable. In 
Figure 7.2 (a) and (b), tp=86 is the upper bound in CSMA systems 
regardless of the network size.
In Figures 8.1 and 8.2, the effect of the collision resolution 
scheme on Py and py is investigated. The time to detect and abort
collided packets, or tc, was incremented from 3 slots to 70 slots to 
study the sensitivity of Py and Py to varying performance of the
collision resolution scheme. The lower the value of tc is, the better 
the system performance would be. We can observe from Figures 8.1 (b) 
and 8.2 (b) that the upper bound Py actually relaxes as tc decreases.
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The relaxation of py with the decrease in tc is more remarkable with a
greater number of users, and under heavier traffic. The lower bound 
Py, however, is insensitive to tc in all combinations of m and tp
under both the light and heavy traffics. Also notice that at all 
values of tc, Py and Py are not affected by tp under light traffic,
whereas they are under heavy traffic.
5.3 Summary of Experimental Results
In summary, both the lower and upper bounds for the 
transmission probability p become tighter with the increase in the 
number of users on the network, in total traffic load, in mean packet 
transmission time, and in the collision detection and abortion time.
CSMA systems generally show tighter bounds for p than those of 
CSMA/CD systems. As the better collision detection and abortion 
mechanism is added to the system, the bounds for p is relaxed. The 
gap between upper and lower bounds becomes narrower as the network 
size grows. However, the lower bound for p is slightly relaxed with 
the increase in the number of users.
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Figure 5.1 Effective Range [p^.Py] of p versus m: Under Light Traffic
(a) Lower Bound p^
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Figure 5.1 Effective Range [pL ,Py] of p versus m: Under Light Traffic
(b) Upper Bound p^
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Figure 5.2 Effective Range [p^.Py] of p versus m: Under Heavy Traffic
(a) Lower Bound p^
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Figure 5.2 Effective Range [p^Py] of p versus m: Under Heavy Traffic
(b) Upper Bound p^
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Figure 6.1 Effective Range [p^.Py] of p versus A: Under Light Traffic
(a )  Lower Bound p ^
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Figure 6.1 Effective Range [pL ,Py] of p versus A: Under Light Traffic
(b) Upper Bound p^
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Figure 6.2 Effective Range [p^,Py] of p versus A: Under Heavy Traffic
(a) Lower Bound pL
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Figure 6.2 Effective Range [pL ,Py] of p versus A : Under Heavy Traffic
(b) Upper Bound p^ ^
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Figure 7.1 Effective Range [p^Py] of p versus tp: Under Light Traffic
(a) Lower Bound p^
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Figure 7.1 Effective Range [p^Py] of p versus tp: Under Light Traffic
(b) Upper Bound p
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Figure 7.2 Effective Range [pL>Py] of p versus tp: Under Heavy Traffic
(a) Lower Bound pT
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Figure 7.2 Effective Range [p^Py] of p versus tp: Under Heavy Traffic
(b) Upper Bound pw
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Figure 8.1 Effective Range [p^.py] of p versus tc: Under Light Traffic
(a) Lower Bound pT
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Figure 8.1 Effective Range [p^Py] of p versus tc: Under Light Traffic
(b) Upper Bound p^
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Figure 8.2 Effective Range [p^.Py] of p versus tc: Under Heavy Traffic
(a) Lower Bound p^
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Figure 8.2 Effective Range [p^.p^] of p versus tc: Under Heavy Traffic
(b) Upper Bound py
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION
In this dissertation, a new queueing model for buffered p- 
persistent CSMA/CD systems is developed. For the first time in the 
literature, a general recursive formula for the generating function of 
the message queue length vector was derived. Furthermore, we obtained 
a closed form formula of the generating function for the special case 
of a two-user system. The stability condition of p-persistent CSMA/CD 
system was derived explicitly from the generating function, also for 
the first time. The correctness of the generating function was 
analytically verified. Numerical results on the stability condition 
also demonstrated the validity of our analysis. Among other things, 
this work enables exact computation of the maximum traffic demand and 
the effective range of transmission probability p which are allowed to 
maintain stability. The sensitivity of these measures to network 
parameters, such as the number of users on the network, the 
distribution of packet lengths, and the time for the medium access 
control mechanism to detect and abort collided packets, were, shown 
through numerical experiments.
This study provides basic building block for further analysis 
of the performance of CSMA/CD networks such as throughput analysis, 
delay analysis, and the analysis of the effect of classifying message 
classes into several priority classes. The use of the generating
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function for analysis of the system performance such as mean packet 
delay and throughput has not been made yet and is left as an open 
problem.
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